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INTRODUCTION TO THE ATLAS

In Catalonian, it is usual to write Atles; however, in this
new edition we have readopted the greek and universal
word Atlas. The 1585 the flemish Gerard Mercator gave
the name Atlas to a set of maps that he printed with a
frontspiece representing the god Atlantos holding up the
columns to heaven. Since then, this term has been used to
signify different recompilations, but especially those con-
taining maps. 

Cartography is the art and science that studies and graphi-
cally represents the maps of land or a town obtained
through direct and detailed observation. The representa-
tion of places, celestial regions and seas dates from thou-
sands of years BC. 

At the end of the Middle Ages an intellectual effervescen-
ce directly lead to the birth of a new cartography.“Along-
side the cartography of sailors and discoverers, highly fer-
tile cartographic schools developped, firstly in Italy and
Catalonia then throughout Western Europe” Grand
Larousse Universel t. III, p. 1831.

THE NAME OF BARCELONA

Barkéno, Barcéno Barchinona, Barchinon, Barcilon, Barci-
nonem, Barchinonam, Barcillona, Barcellona, Barcilonen-
ses, Barcinonensis, Barca-Nona... These are the various
names that Barcino or Barcelona can be called in this
Atlas, especially in the 16th 17th and 18th centuries. 

In his studies and transcription of the list of abbots of Sant
Cugat, A. M. Mundó notes the existence of one, in the
year 942, named Barchinonus or Barceló. Manuscript
1335 of the Bages collection in the archives at Montserrat,
dated the 21st of August 1028, commences: in nomine
domini ego barcelona ebrea… (In the name of our Lord I
Barcelona Hebrew…)

Illustration A reproduces a testament dated 1320 in which
there appears the name of a woman called Barcino (the
fifth word in the third line). The manuscript reproduced
in Illustration B is a fragment of sheet 109 bis-5 of vol. 1
<1806> (1230-1233) of the Cúria Fumada in the Episco-
pal archives of Vic, where we find the only instance of a
man named Barcelonus (in the middle of the fifth line).
Nevertheless, the transcriber Rafel Ginebra attests to 47
instances of Barcino or Barchinona as a woman’s name in
the same period.

COAT OF ARMS OF THE CITY OF BARCELONA

The reproduced examples are some of the forms that usu-
ally and indifferently are found in the books and other
publications from the centuries covered by the Atlas. The
coat of arms of Barcelona has undergone further modifi-
cations in the 20th century.

The Atlas contains a number of engravings presenting the
coat of arms of the city of Barcelona in one form or
another: 7, 16, 20, 21, 22, 67, 78, 85, 86, 95, 134, 135, 224,
236, 237, 239, 240, 242, 255, 256, 257, 261, 262, 279, 280,
281, 284, 285, 289, 309, 310, 318, 322, 323, 344, 347, 443,
444, 470, 483, 574, 592, 595, 596, 597, 598, 611, 612, 614,
615, 630, 635, 644, 655, 656, 657, 663, 668, 674, 678, 679,
683, 684, 690, 691, 706, 708, 721, 722 and 723.

THE HISTORY OF BARCELONA 
THROUGH ENGRAVINGS

The world Atlas has a second meaning –in reality the
authentic one– which is “the column”. That is why, for
example in anatomy the cervical spine of the skeleton is
also called Atlas. This is the meaning we wish to give to
the iconographic Atlas of Barcelona. The events that
Barcelona has gone through or enjoyed have modelled the
current city, without this meaning that it is exactly the
interior Barcelona. 

The period 1572-1900 is a relatively brief cycle in the
long history of Barcelona and the country of which it isAbraham  Cresques. Atlas Català. 1375

Figura A

Figura B
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the capital. However, it is an important and decisive peri-
od. And it is, in any case, the time that the engravings that
have described its history have lasted. However, we remind
you again that this is an iconographic atlas that only gives
an inventory of engravings. 

The chronology of the engravings cannot be stuck on the
chronology of the events they relate. The engravers and
printers move backwards and forwards between episodes
with time lags that sometimes confuse the different episodes.
The date of the engraving is what counts for the Atlas. 

The iconographic history of Barcelona can be sum-
marised in a series of war events in the first volume (16th
to 18th centuries) and a series of urban and romanticised
revolutions in the second (19th century).

The central purpose of the Atlas is to bring together and
present clearly all the views and plans that offer a general
vision of the city.

Accordingly, the Atlas does not take into consideration
and does not include:

1. Partial views restricted to a single street or square...

2. Illustrations of architecture or urbanism: monuments,
statues, churches, palaces...

3. Scenes of combat, of folklore, of the diverse ceremonies
of which a street or square is the setting.

4. The port and the sea in isolation.

5. Urban plans which remained mere projects, and were
never printed.

6. Those printed plans –urbanistic or tourist– dating from
the second half of the 19th century that are crude
copies of some earlier plan, or are limited to a very
small part of the city.

7. Plans or views of Montjuïc.

8. Any site on the outskirts of Barcelona, even though the
city is insinuated.

9. Drawings, paintings, tapestries, reliefs, murals, altarpieces
and other works of art which are by their nature single
and unique objects.

10. Views produced using the industrial processes of offset
and photography.

Cataloguing the engravings is difficult, especially the
anonymous ones, all the more those that appear in a liter-
ary or graphical context without any or little relationship
between the container and the content. The Atlas has lim-
ited itself to the modest task of building a repository of all
the engravings referring to Barcelona. This does not mean
that an exhaustive inventory has been achieved. 

The Atlas aims to be a tool for historians while becoming
an album that remembers the painful and happy moments
of the city. The engravings make us love the city’s history
and free us up of the melancholy of our own stories. With
equal respect for all, the Atlas provides space for both big
and small prints. 

ENGRAVING

The Atlas includes only the enumeration of those views
and plans of Barcelona that have been engraved; in other
words, artistic documents produced by a three part manual
process:

1. Drawing.

2. Engraving on wood: woodcut; on metal: engraving; on
stone: lithography.

3. Printing or impression.

The engraving completes, interprets, translates and reveals.
The engraving has been the great vehicle of our culture; it
has illustrated the text with modesty or splendour, and has
even taken over its role for countless people without the
benefit of literacy. The very technique of its elaboration,
necessitating the collaboration of other arts, makes the
engraving a communal enterprise. This is the reason why
the authorship of many engravings is attributed to two or
more individuals.

Each print reproduced in the Atlas is a document that was
produced on a particular kind of paper –some heavy and
white, perhaps, others greyish and extremely fragile– and
each one has come to us in a certain state of conservation:
complete and immaculate, or blackened and torn. 

Colour is generally incompatible with the classic engrav-
ing, because it is precisely in the confluence of light and

shade that the subtleties of insinuation are to be found.
Nevertheless, the woodcut artists themselves set aside
spaces for colouring in the design of their works, previous
to their printing, and with the development of printing in
colour, many categories of print were conceived in colour.
Others, meanwhile, have always been incompatible with
both printing in colour and with subsequent colouring.

DATES AND CHRONOLOGY

The Atlas commences with the year 1572, the date of the
earliest known engraving of a general view of the city of
Barcelona. It concludes with the Exhibition of 1888,
rounded up to include the year 1900, when industrial
reproduction took over in cartography and the graphic arts.

The dating of the documents included in the Atlas fre-
quently involves a margin of doubt of a few years; the
choice of the year 1900 is inevitably more symbolic than
scientific. More than one of the views and plans might
date from both the 19th and the 20th centuries, having
been produced at the turn of the century or republished
after 1900. This is a period of very imprecise data, not
only with regard to engravings but also to books, which in
many cases were not dated. 

The history of the city links the documents of diverse ori-
gins and objectives, despite the doubts concerning the
dating of some of them. 

The date given for each engraving is that of its printing or
the publication of the book in which it appeared. Where
there is no known year, an approximate date has been
established on the basis of a study of the authors, the sub-
ject depicted and the urban layout of the city, and by ref-
erence to other engravings or plans of a similar nature.

Many cartographic prints, above all those which depict
military episodes, are anonymous, undated or without
either a place of printing or a publishing context. These
are generally contemporary with the occurrences depict-
ed, being in effect the journalistic chronicle of the
moment; on other occasions they may be of much later
date. The military events relating to Barcelona are very
close to one another in time. On the other hand, the
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artists who depicted these events copied one another, and
the publishers made use of previously printed documents. 

Drawings that had already been used to illustrate an earlier
combat or episode were re-engraved, and on occasion an
engraving might even be brought up to date simply by
changing the accompanying text; this might at
times –albeit rarely– contain errors with regard to events,
names or dates. The scene or the ornament surrounding
the depiction of the city might be used for some other
engraving, or even for a different city, while tourist views
and plans were copied with no concern for the changes
the city may have undergone in the intervening years.

One consequence of all of these factors is the evident
confusion between the real content actually depicted in
the engraving and the military, urban or literary circum-
stances to which it claimed to allude.

This minor dichotomy of perspective has, however, rela-
tively little importance with respect to the historical
vision or the urban situation of Barcelona. The depiction
is generally of great accuracy, and the evolution of the city
is clearly shown.

Engravings of the same artist or episode are presented
together as far as possible. The chronology adopted by the
Atlas continues despite the general succession of events.
On occasion the date of printing of the document has
been discounted in favour of a reference of affinity. In
addition, an effort has been made to group together views
with views and plans with plans, in relation to their dates,
separated by a correlative alternation. 

With regard to the series, these have been dated by the
year corresponding to the first of the series, with all of the
engravings which form part of the series following on
from this. Having concluded the enumeration of the set,
the Atlas resumes its chronology from the date at which
the first of the series in question was introduced. For
example, all Rigaud’s editions and copies are placed from
the 1732, date of the beginning of the series and once that
has finished, the Atlas takes up the year 1733 again. 

Finally, the general chronology and consideration of the
affinities between documents are the two interconnected

factors which configure the progressive structure of the
Atlas.

Having set out all of the above premisses, the iconograph-
ic chronology of the history of Barcelona, is established in
the following manner:

16th 17th and 18th centuries:

- The beginning. French views. 

- Boisseau and Beaulieu. Almanacs. 

- Views and plans, for the most part French, but also
Dutch, Italian, Spanish and Catalan, primarily depicting
the city under siege. 

- An Austro-German series devoted to the events of
1705-1706.

- Series called Nederlandsche Historieplaten.  

- More plans and views, French, Dutch, Spanish and Cata-
lan, recording the events of 1705-1706, together with
those of 1714 and even of 1697, the peaceful interludes
of Coronelli, Vander Aa and panoramic maritime views.

- September 11th, 1714. In 1732, Rigaud returns to the
sieges of 1714, producing this lengthy series, subsequent-
ly much reprinted and copied in various languages and
countries.

- The underlying idea of the sites and battles alternate
with beautiful vistas. 

- The port of Barcelona.

- Manufacturers’ trademarks. 

- Popular religious images.

19th century

- A series of views by Laborde and his followers.

- A first group of 19th century plans: 1806 to 1826.

- Large and detailed plans and views of Barcelona found
on 19th-century maps.

- Romanticism and the first tourism.

- The city in the 19th-century press.

- Plans from the years 1839 to 1855.

- 19th century uprisings. 1842. 

- Tourist guides. 

- Plans prior to the Eixample.

- The Eixample and Cerdà.

- The vision of Barcelona afforded by 19th-century com-
mercial publications: manufacturers’ trademarks, water-
marks, banknotes, invoices, vouchers and cover-pages,
Christmas cards, menus, ‘souvenirs’.

- Miscellanea. This appendix is necessary in order to pro-
vide clarification of certain documents dating from the
period covered by Volume I and from the 19th century.

- A stroll through Barcelona.

AUTHORS 

The authors of an engraving are the draughtsman, the
engraver, the printer or the publisher. The descriptive entry
identifies these three sources for the production of an
engraving, at times embodied in one or two names, given
that the different professions were often exercised by the
same person. Any one of the individuals involved may be
unknown; it was at that time fairly common for artists to
refrain from signing their work. The practice adopted by the
Atlas in naming the authors of the engravings is thus very
different from that employed in the cataloguing of books.

The names of the authors have to be perfectly identifiable.
However, many of these names were written in various
different ways in their own time, often taking a Latinized
form. The same name may even be found in different
forms on a single print. 

ONOMASTIC INDEX

All of these different forms are included in the onomastic
index, which directs the reader from one variant or
another to the correct or current form.

The very large number of anonymous engravings is a
major difficulty from the point of view of cataloguing, and
an inconvenience in terms of the indexes and their appli-
cations. For this reason, after having reduced as far as pos-



sible the number of truly anonymous appellations, the
Atlas has adopted the current usage in this field, which is
to attribute an engraving whose actual creator is not
known to the person closest to the printing: the publisher,
the dealer, even the author or publisher of the volume in
which the print is found.

Possible changes of ownership widen even further this list.
The same work of art may have various names in succes-
sive editions. The onomastic index tries to gather all these
multiple reference data as well as the different ways of
writing the names of some authors. The index also reviews
the own names found in the notes of the variants which
are generally the new editors of the referred to work. 

Own names can be any denomination when this is the
only known reference to the creators or draughtsmen of
the engraving, such as Heirs of... (Erben in German) or
Widow of..., in order to identify each engraving. 

VARIANTS

Variations between different versions of a print can come
from the drawing or from the text or legends this
includes. 

The artist himself would often correct a plate, especially in
the case of metal plates, an area of which could be pol-
ished smooth and part of the drawing re-engraved, with
this procedure resulting in a new edition or state. The
plate might also be copied by a different artist.

The plate from which a cartographic print was produced
was a precious object that passed from one owner to
another, perhaps undergoing modifications each time it
changed hands, the juridical notion of the rights involved
being at that time very vague. The changes to the drawing
on the plate can generally be summarized as the substitu-
tion of names and addresses at the bottom of the engrav-
ing. In the case of military cartography, the most frequent
changes are addenda describing tactics or particular
moments of the combat, the trajectories of the bombard-
ments or the lines of trenches.

SERIES

What is meant here by Series are sets of prints by a partic-
ular artist, draughtsman or engraver, or by a variety of
artists, which have evidently been put together around an
idea, a historical period or a moment in the city’s history.

This consecutive affinity within the series permits and
indeed requires the admission of a number of engravings
which in their own right, in isolation and out of the set,
would have no reason to figure in the Atlas.

Even where a single engraving gives the panorama of the
city, the artist very often seems to have needed or wished
to extend the elaboration of this portrayal in a series of
partial amendments which afford an expanded vision of
the city, its people and its urbanism.

Those series which are the work of a single artist –for the
most part French (Laborde, Rigaud, Rouargue, Chapuy)–
have been copied and reprinted to a greater or lesser
extent in various countries, more or less faithfully. The
Atlas includes the largest possible number of examples of
such engravings.

Certain documents have been included by way of exam-
ple, without any intention of presenting their entire series,
because these fall outside of the scope of the Atlas. The
series which are now coming to light for the first time
constitute major sources of knowledge about the city of
Barcelona.

DECORATIVE BORDERS AND VIGNETTES

From the very outset, cartography, in order to enhance
knowledge of the country represented by the map, is
enriched with illustrations or is surrounded by borders in
which cities, costumes of the inhabitants and monuments
appear. Those views or plans of the city of Barcelona
which appear as vignettes inside decorative borders have
been grouped together in the following order:

• For 17th-century maps, nos. 6 to 11bis.

• For 18th-century maps, nos. 61 to 67.

• For 19th-century maps, nos. 395 to 404.

THE MILITARY ORIGINS 

The greatest bulk of the engravings of Barcelona from the
17th and 18th centuries are found within the numerous
French, German and Dutch works that describe the mul-
tiple wars and sieges that Barcelona underwent, against its
wishes. We have already mentioned that at that time
rapidly produced publications acted as press offices to
recount events. In only a few months before and after
1789, the literature of the French Revolution united
thousands of tracts. Cfr. A. Martin – G. Walter, Catalogue
de l’Histoire de la Révolution Française.

The librettos, tracts and gazettes that contain an engraving
of Barcelona are quoted in the corresponding files. The
number 16 of the Atlas is a unique example of a military
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booklet including an engraving of Barcelona and a map of
Catalonia. (Figure C). 

However, the publications that commented on Barcelona’s
military events without having any engraving of the city
were far more numerous. Time has destroyed many and
furthermore, others have been sown into an old set or
framed now in a set without any content index either on
the cover or in the files. To illustrate the rarity of the cir-
cumstantial tracts that the French bibliography calls occa-
sional, we have reproduced the covers of the documents
(Figures G, H and I) of which it appears there are no
other copies in the world. Although this is not certain

since these tracts –two or four sheet– are often sown into
recompilations that have a general title without detailing
the content. 

THE ALMANACS

The long and involved succession of conflicts between
Catalonia and France was the subject of special treatment
by French artists, who produced numerous series with the
famous titles ‘Conquestes de Louis le Grand’, recounting
all of his victories in Europe. These might be voluminous
books, such as those by Beaulieu, or single sheets, of
which the most important are the Almanacs, the icono-
graphic knowledge of which the Atlas introduces for the
first time.

These Almanacs were popular calendars, the primary pur-
pose of which was to give the positions of the sun and moon
during the course of the year. The word almanac, borrowed
by Latin Europe from the Arabs in Spain (Al manàh: calen-
dar) was already in use in the year 1300. Such almanacs are
the very paradigm of the rare printed document.

Prior to the printing press, small booklets of woodcuts
accompanied their descriptions of the labours of the
farmer and shepherd with delightful moralizing illustra-
tions. These were known as Shepherds’ Calendars. From
the 15th century, when these first appear, up to our own
time, the printing presses have never ceased to offer our
homes, year after year, these pleasing publications.

During the 17th and 18th centuries the almanac under-
went increasing refinement, especially in France, and ulti-
mately became books of very great luxury. Meanwhile,
the more popular version, in direct descent from the
almanac’s origins, continued to utilize the mural format,
usually as two large joined sheets. The whole, generally
measuring around a metre in height and half a metre in
width, presented the calendar for the whole year, often
contained within a small square. The remainder of the
space –that is, virtually the whole sheet– was occupied by
the graphic commemoration of some glorious event of
the previous year.

There are numerous almanacs featuring a view of Barcelona,
as can be seen here; even more numerous are almanacs rep-
resenting Catalonia in general: Girona, Figueres, Roses, Llei-
da, Balaguer, Castellfollit, Ponts, Montjuïc...

THE DUTCH HISTORICAL AND SATIRICAL ENGRA-
VINGS. GERMAN AND AUSTRIAN ENGRAVINGS

Sheets from ‘gazettes’ or handbills, in many cases signed by
a great artist, the Dutch engravings of the centuries which
concern us here relate contemporary political and military
events in Europe with the irony that is characteristic of
those democratic lands. Barcelona is often represented in
these as the eclipse of the ‘soleil françois’. 

Amongst the German and, particularly Dutch engravings
there are many which refer to Barcelona, with generally
satirical texts and illustrations. However, the illustration is
not so much cartographic as allegorical, and if a view of
Barcelona is presented, it is either imaginary or not of
Barcelona. In the Miscellanea, three examples of these are
reproduced, one German [no. 696], and two Dutch [nos.
697 to 699].

JACQUES RIGAUD

The series by J. Rigaud is exceptional in being the work
of a single artist, and in concentrating on the events of the
Eleventh of September 1714, related in dramatic
sequence, with each plate representing the city as a whole. 

Rigaud’s series has been reprinted or copied in its entirety
in French, German, English, Italian and Latin, and in clas-
sic, popular and optical versions.

The political impact of the siege and fall of Barcelona
seems to be paralleled by the graphic importance of
Rigaud’s plates, which were used quite indiscriminately to
represent other cities, such as Dresden, Colbert (Kolberg),
Maastricht or Bergopzoom. 

It is customary to exclude print number 6 from this suite,
on the grounds that the city featured there bears little
resemblance to Barcelona. This repudiation is mistaken.Figura D



Rigaud expressly intended to represent, in the last of the
six plates in the set recounting the siege of the city, a dev-
astated Barcelona that would stand as an archetype of a
‘city submitted to expoliation’.

Thus, at the beginning of the chapter devoted to Rigaud we
have reproduced the title sheet of the French original:
Receuil Choisi des plus belles vues... Au nombre de 106
Piéces. The Barcelona suite consists of the 6 Vues des Actions
les plus remarquables du Siège et Attaque d’une place which
figure at the top of the second column of the index.

The six views of the Siege of Barcelona do not figure in
the second edition of Rigaud’s work: Receuil de cent
vingt-une des plus belles vues de palais, chateaux et mai-
sons royales de Paris et de ses environs, dessinées d’après
nature en 1780. Paris, Strasbourg and London: Treuttel &
Würtz and Deflorennes, [ca. 1820].

In addition, the importance of the series coincides with
the importance of the date. The date of the defeat of the
Catalonian Nation. Although the defeat does not put an
end to the story. 

POPULAR AND RELIGIOUS IMAGERY

The popular imagery of Catalonia is a constellation of
thousands of engravings, especially woodcuts, generally
produced in situ, which represent saints’ days and local
feast-days, customs, episodes, histories, ironies, novelettes
and illustrated literature of all kinds. There are two main
branches: the Auques, which are exclusively secular, and
the Goigs, which are exclusively religious.

The Auques –deriving from the word oca, in the sense of
a very early forerunner of the comic paper– are in evi-
dence from the beginning of the 17th century. These are
sheets relating a story in a sequence, usually forty-eight, of
square boxes. Hundreds of these squares, especially from
the 19th century, depict the monuments of Barcelona and
anecdotes relating to the city. However, these are of little
or no cartographic interest. 

The Goig is a sheet (very occasionally, two sheets) bearing
a printed image of the Virgin or some other saint to be

venerated, surrounded by verses for recital or set to music,
and decorative borders. These were first printed from
woodcuts in the 15th century; in manuscript form they
are known from the 13th century on, and there are refer-
ences to them dating from as early as the 11th century.
There is a Goig in the Llibre Vermell de Montserrat.

This religious and popular imagery containing a view of
Barcelona is very abundant and significant. This is not by
chance. The collection of religious imagery as a whole
demonstrates an authentic devotion to the city that popu-
lar Catalonian arts have always maintained. The offering is
somehow inverted: heaven offers itself to the city. Again,
there is nothing accidental in the preponderance of the
female presence in these images. Goddesses and female
saints outdid gods and male saints in the popular regard
which cities devoted to their honour and in their icono-
graphic representation.

If Athene was the goddess of war, the Virgen de la Merced
is the protectress of the defeated. And Santa Eulàlia, the true
patroness of Barcelona, is the Donzella, the Maid, fragile yet
invincible, against whom tyranny is impotent. They were the
banners of Santa Eulalia that the Borbon family had burned.

The chapter of religious imagery is a long and important
one, yet it accounts for only a small portion of the enor-
mous volume of religious prints which contain some
exclusively literary reference to the city of Barcelona.

“Buona pulcella fut Eulalia/ Bel auret corps, bellezour
anima”. With this verse the French language makes its first
appearance in the year 881, according to the manuscript
conserved in the library at Valenciennes. Today, 12 centuries
on, the verse written in the language of Barcelona would
not greatly change: “Bona poncella fou Eulàlia/ Bell tenia
el cos, més bella encara l’ànima” (A fine maiden was
Eulalia/ Beautiful was her body, still more beautiful her
soul).

OPTICAL VIEWS

It is customary to describe as ‘optical’ or ‘optic’ views those
prints impressed back-to-front and intended to be looked at

using an apparatus equipped with mirrors, which restored
the true orientation and at the same time created an effect
of relief. The often ingenuous and free forms of popular im-
agery, mixing different styles and conventions, also on oc-
casion mixed different production techniques, the result be-
ing a print that is not entirely optical. The titles of optical
views were often printed to be read in the conventional left-
to-right manner, for easier identification.

Illuminated views. The pursuit of emotional impact in the
realm of popular imagery gave rise to illuminated view-
ing. This was achieved by means of little boxes, construct-
ed of metal, wood or cardboard, like miniature theatre
sets, with a candle or the sun serving as the light source.
The prints designed to be viewed in these had a number
of precisely positioned perforations through which passed
the filtered and focused light, creating a theatrical effect
that was often delightful, as exemplified by print no. 538.

The effect of illumination could also be obtained by producing
a print designed to be viewed against the light. This is the
case of print no. 539, by Alsamora. On the back of the sheet,
of lightweight paper, is the outline of the print, reversed so
as to coincide with the image on the front. Laid flat, the print
shows a normal, ‘daytime’ view of Barcelona, but when held
up to the light it shows the city ‘at night’.

Numbers 538 and 539 are the only two examples of these
techniques known to date.

Some of the optical views from the 18th and 19th cen-
turies light up, specially those ones from the collection of
prospects no. 235. 

BOOKS OF FESTIVITIES OR MASQUES

The ‘Llibres de Festes’ or ‘Mascaras’ are publications –com-
bining both prints and text– relating the major ceremonies
with which a city celebrated an event regarded as glorious,
usually the visit of a monarch, a royal wedding, a military
victory...

Concluding with fireworks displays, these great festive
days were filled with long and extremely splendid caval-
cades and staged tableaux, usually based on mythological
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themes. In the printed description of the route taken by
these grand processions we find greatly reduced details of
streets, squares and facades, while the magnificent staging
and costumes of the floats, the decorative ornaments and
the protagonists in the foreground occupied all the avail-
able page-space.

In every part of Europe great artists produced engravings
of Festivities and Masques, either of their own city or to
commission for some other city. Barcelona has a great
‘Llibres de Festes’: this is the work of Tramulles, known as
the ‘Mascara Reial’, which Palau (156971) describes thus:
‘Magnificent publication, one of the most costly works of
art to have been executed in Spain’ [nos. 322 to 336].

Nos. 337 to 432 reproduce the three other, less remark-
able, ‘Mascaras’ of Barcelona.

PRESS

Starting in the first third of the 19th century, the press –news-
papers and magazines– made an enthusiastic contribution to
the general interest in travel, tourism and the curious features
of countries and cities. Illustrations based on original sketch-
es reproducing views of the cities, scenes of the folk customs
and political and other events filled the pages of such pub-
lications.

The views of Barcelona, derived in the main from the
French, British, Italian and Spanish press, are gathered
together here in a series, commencing with the earliest,
which dates from 1836.

With regard to the local press, although hundreds of
newspapers and magazines were printed in Barcelona dur-
ing the 19th century, there is little of genuine cartographic
interest, with the exception of one or two panoramic
views. Nos. 706, 707 and 708 in the Miscellanea are
examples of the most usual way of presenting the city at
the top of the front page of a newspaper or magazine.

PHOTOENGRAVING

The last third of the 19th century saw a coming together

of cartographic engraving and photography, which co-
existed in a complementary mix until the new techniques
effectively brought about the demise of the engraved print
in its former grace and charm. Engravings declined in
quality and became crude and clumsy, as if the contest
with photography had been given up as lost.

At the same time, the photoengraving, in taking the place
of the print, also took on many of its ways of working and
its artistic standards; the creators of photographs and
photo-engravings signed their work after the manner of
the artists who produced engraved prints: sculpsit, fecsit....
Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish engravings from
photo-engravings.

19TH-CENTURY PLANS

During the 19th century, tourism and urbanism gave rise
to a proliferation of city plans, above all in Barcelona,
thanks to the Cerdà Plan and the creation of the city’s Eix-
ample ‘new town’. The Atlas has sought to follow this suc-
cession of urban interventions, drawing together the far-
sighted plans of Cerdà and other urbanists and architects
and commercial advertisements and tourist guides, wher-
ever these are both original and show the city as a whole.

In spite of their proximity, it is often difficult today to
obtain a satisfactory knowledge of 19th-century publica-
tions, whether in the form of gigantic works or insignifi-
cant sheets, partly on account of the extravagant custom
of leaving documents and many books undated.

The ubiquitous presence of printing presses, and of count-
less small local publications, filled the second half of the
19th century with an abundance of printed sheets and
leaflets. There are innumerable views of Barcelona, many
of them crude and slapdash, representing only small parts
of the city, wherever we look: bills and bulletins, com-
memorative prints, festivities, advertisements and memen-
toes of all kinds... However, this wealth of printed matter,
despite its nostalgic charm, is of little or no cartographic
interest.

On occasion a 19th-century plan may present the layout
of the city’s streets in a form that does not correspond to

the date which it bears or has been ascribed to it. On the
one hand, publishers and commercial houses occasionally
made use of a document that had been printed previously,
or might commence publication of the work, giving that
date on the cover and going on to include inside a plan
printed at a later date. On the other hand, in certain
years –in 1888, for example– the urban physiognomy
changed greatly and rapidly. In any case, this disjunction is
relatively infrequent, and is not found in plans of real
importance. In some plans, too, the layout of the city
includes the outline of projects for new streets or build-
ings which finally were not constructed.

Arriving at the end of the 19th century, by which time
the Eixample had been in existence for a number of years,
and a great many large and perfect plans of the city were
in circulation, for many tour ist guides to Europe
Barcelona is no more than the old historic centre. Howev-
er, does the same thing not continue to occur, to a greater
or lesser extent, at the beginning of the 20th century?

ILDEFONS CERDÀ

The idea of the Eixample or new town, in circulation for a
good number of years, was associated with that of the de-
molition of the old city walls (1838-1854), which had
bound the city in a physically and morally stifling urban gir-
dle. The history of the conception and realization of the Eix-
ample is a confused one.

The city of Barcelona’s present-day Eixample is the out-
come of the implementation –albeit in mutilated form– of
the project by Ildefons Cerdà, after many years of fierce
in-fighting between politicians and architects or engi-
neers, property owners and public figures, city councils
and governments.

The Eixample proposed by Cerdà was a far-sighted
humanist Utopia which combined the new social aspira-
tions with daring town planning.

P. F. Monlau, author of the pamphlet “Abajo las murallas”
(Down with the city walls), in favour of the issue of public
health, was the outstanding champion of the progressive
hygienist movement who effectively disseminated the



cause of the new expansion. Nevertheless, it was Jaume
Balmes, Cerdà’s great friend, who had studied with him at
the Seminary in Vic, who made the decisive contribution.
His published writings, with a tone that was far from rev-
olutionary, and which thus gained general support, put
forward the idea of the new Eixample as serving both the
physical and the moral needs of the population.

Cerdà’s “Monografia estadística de la clase obrera de
Barcelona” (Statistical study of the Barcelona working class)
[1856] follows the line of the great British and French
social surveys of the epoch, recalling in particular those
conducted by L. R. Villermé into the moral and material
conditions of the working classes [1840]. But it was Cerdà
who put these social surveys into practice, together with
the “Teoria de la construcción de las ciudades” (Theory of
the construction of cities) [1859], directed at eradicating
insanitary conditions and constructing the city on the basis
of a grand urbanistic perspective designed not so much to
impress the eye as to make urban living pleasurable. Self-
interest, cowardice and greed prevented this Utopia from
being effected in full in Barcelona; nevertheless, a large part
of the plan was implemented.

It is hard to appreciate today that the Eixample was a glo-
rious utopia. Mutilated, it is certain, as we have said, since
the urban planning was not carried out as the promoters
wished. However, the project was in itself an immense
victory against obscurantism and other enemies of the
people. (See in the chapter Eixample, the files that have a
linked comment).

Barcelona City Council held competitions for the
planned expansion of the city [no. 594], with the aim of
neutralizing Cerdà’s projects. In 1859, however, Cerdà
himself presented the Government in Madrid with his
plan for Barcelona and its outlying districts, handwritten
and dated 1855, and his plan for the Eixample project,
handwritten and dated 1859.

The Spanish Government approved Cerdà’s plans, initially
by an Order in Council of the 7th of June 1859, and on
the 31st of May 1860 by Royal Decree.

The plans were published in 1861 [nos. 595 to 598]: one
edition was dedicated to the Queen, with the coat of arms

of the city of Barcelona in the middle of the dedication,
another edition, with no dedication, with the Spanish coat
of arms in the upper left corner and the coat of arms of
the city of Barcelona in the upper right corner.

Both editions contained the two plans: the one for the
city of Barcelona and outskirts [nos. 595 and 597], and the
one for the Eixample [nos. 596 and 598]. The plans for
the Eixample were projected and drawn up on the exist-
ing plans of Barcelona and the surrounding districts. Of
the four plates, three bear the printed date 1861 [nos. 595,
596 and 598].

Each plate was engraved on two very large, thick and
heavy stones. Those for the plan of the Eixample are con-
served in Barcelona’s Museu d’Història de la Ciutat,
although only a few copies of the printed plates are
known to be extant; in the case of some of these, only two
or three copies are known.

The plan published as a Christmas card for 1860 by the
business house La Confiteria de la Palma [no. 599] is, curi-
ously, earlier than the two official editions. This was not
the first cartographic publication of interest to be brought
out by the firm, and Cerdà notes in his diary entry for the
1st of January 1861 this edition of the plan of the Eixam-
ple by La Confiteria de la Palma. There is no available
information as to how either this publication, or the other
two official or semi-official editions, were produced.

Plan 598 bis, extremely rare, is one of the remaining testi-
monies from a confidential edition –in lithography -, that
was created for the tender organised by the Barcelona
City Council, destined to promote the best plan of the
Eixample on the plan of the surroundings. However, the
project was no longer valid since the monarchs of Madrid
had approved the plan of Cerdà (See the comment
accompanying the file).

COMMERCIAL PUBLICATIONS

The Atlas dedicates a brief series to the few documents
that have come to light in which 19th-century commerce
made use of a view of Barcelona: bank notes, invoices,
menus and manufacturers’ trade marks, particularly from
the textile and paper industries, cover pages, souvenirs and
so on.

MISCELLANEA

The Atlas introduces, with this encompassing word, a
series of prints that present a disfigured or falsely repre-
sented city for one reason or another. 
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COLLAGE

No. 694 is an important document, conserved in the
Mediathèque de la Ville in Perpignan and universally pre-
sented as a very rare Sebastien de Beaulieu.

This is in fact a collage which takes the Saulieu print [no.
23] as its basis. Affixed to the upper part of this, probably
during the 18th century, were a portrait in the centre and
two emblematic groups, one on the right and one on the
left, taken from sheets from Beaulieu’s ‘Les Conquestes de
Louis le Grand’. 

IMAGINARY PRINTS

In cartography the expression ‘historical engraving’ or
‘historical map’ is applied to those prints or plans which
are character ized by the very long interval of time
between the elaboration of the document and the events
or geographical situations they depict. For example,
engraving no. 710 that represents the sailing of the Arma-
da in 1553 with an urban layout of the 19th century. A
“historic” map or view excites little or no interest for car-
tographic history.  To resolve this ambiguity we will call
“imaginary” all those engravings that describe a city great-
ly before the date of the engraving, as well as those with a
fantasised urban layout. [nos. 709 to 719].

On the other hand, an engraving in which the artist
describes a contemporary Barcelona cannot be considered
imaginary even though the work of art exists to comment
the Middle Ages (eg no. 279).

MANIPULATED PRINTS

Without implying any deliberate attempt at falsification,
there are prints of Barcelona which have been subjected at
one time or another to a disrespectful manipulation that is
not always to be attributed to private endeavours. These
are the product not of a desire to deceive, but of a mistak-
en conception of embellishment.

The most common manipulations are the addition of an
element from another print, or the immoderate alteration

of the dimensions, while claiming to offer a faithful copy
of the original. There have also been instances in which
what is presented is only a half or a part of the document,
in the case of engravings printed on more than one plate
[nos. 720 to 723].

The mechanical printing of ‘superimposed’ photographs
gave rise to almost perfect manipulations. Nowadays, the
computer and the scanner offer the possibility of total and
uncontrolled falsification. This is further justification of
the iconographic presentation of this iconographic Atlas.

COMMENT TO THE FILE

Print no. 267

The print comes from a WORK published in or around
1925 by the well-known bookseller Josep Batlle, which
reproduces, amongst other more familiar prints of Santa
Eulàlia, the mysterious print signed by Desvargues and
dated 1664.

However, there is no trace of this print nor of any other work
produced by Desvargues in Catalonia. Although it is known
is that a Frenchman by the name of Desvargues –probably
from Lyons– was indeed resident in Barcelona during the first
half of the 17th century. Nor are any references to this print
to be found in the BN in Paris.

Recently in a few publications and even in a library cata-
logue we have seen our file quoted, sometimes without
reference to the Atlas, as the only reference to the myste-
rious Desvargues and his mysterious print. The mystery
continues, since it is a certainty that the bookseller Josep
Batlle was no Spanish Forger –famous forger of medieval
miniatures– neither was he capable of plotting something
similar. 

COMMENT TO THE FILES FALSE ATTRIBUTIONS

In contrast to the circumstance noted in the section on
Rigaud, in which prints of Barcelona were wrongly iden-
tified as being of some other city, here the Atlas presents a
number of engravings in which the name of Barcelona is

appended to a view that is not of Barcelona. The first of
these is the stereotyped view, used in the "Libro de
grandezas y cosas memorables de España" by P. Medina
(1566), to represent several different cities in his chronicle:
Burgos, Santiago, Girona, Toulouse, Salses [no. 713]... The
others are included in the series of fantastical engravings
[nos. 714 to 719].

We should not dismiss as false those views of Barcelona in
which the drawing, even if this is merely a rudimentary
sketch, serves clearly to identify a part of the city, which is
generally Montjuïc, the Cathedral, Santa Maria del Mar or
the half moon of the beach.

Figura F



Nevertheless, the mere presence of the name Barcelona in
the text of a print has at times sufficed for a cataloguer or
a dealer to include the work in the collection of graphic
documents relating to the city.

At times old engravings present a historical, military or
popular scene, against a more or less confused rural or
urban geographical background. The legend accompany-
ing them normally identifies or clarifies to some extent
the place referred to. Nevertheless, the geographical names
given, however accurate they may be in terms of the his-
torical narrative, do not necessarily correspond to those
represented in the print. This is the case of nos. 724 and
725, frequently put forward as two engravings of
Barcelona. The name Barcelona is indeed featured in
these, but merely to note, in the first case, that the retinue
arrived at Mataró from Barcelona, and in the second, that
it arrived in Italy from Barcelona.

HISTORICAL SCENES

There are certain prints depicting political or military
events in the city of Barcelona of great historical signifi-
cance, in which the city is apprehended with intensity, but
is not actually represented. Although not reproduced here,
they at least deserve mention:

- Ant. Rodríguez (drawing), F. Fontanals (engraving):
Heroismo de las Autoridades de Barcelona el 9 de Abril
de 1809. Barcelona (p. 1809), 33 x 42 cm.

- Buenaventura Planells (drawing and engraving): Exem-
plo del Mayor Heroismo. Barcelona, c. 1815, 36 x 52.5
cm.

- Buenaventura Planells (drawing: Barcelona), Miguel
Gamborrino (engraving: Valencia), 6 numbered prints,
untitled, depicting the trial and execution of the ‘eight
heroes’ on the 2nd and 3rd of June, 1809. Barcelona,
1815, 21 x 27 cm. Palau 228388.

A STROLL AROUND BARCELONA

• Barri gòtic, Santa Maria del Mar, Parc de la Ciutadella. 

• The Rambles.

In every city and every town, the play of urbanistic
chance has created, with the aid of history and the charac-
ter of the people, an indestructible affection for a certain
street or square, and makes this the chosen setting for its
encounters. In Barcelona, the artery that has always direct-
ed a wave of sympathy back and forth is the boulevard
named La Rambla, which is in fact a series of ramblas or
avenues that lead down to the sea. We conclude the Atlas
with the main axis of the Paseo. Despite being a historic
and nostalgic outing, it is not so today. 

G.Doré’s train that arrives and the artist boat that leaves,
both as romantic as one another, are proof that the way of
looking at a city transforms not only its physiognomy but
also the views and the scenes. 

RS
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HISTORICAL 
AND METHODOLOGICAL

INTRODUCTION

HISTORICAL SETTING

Desenvolupament of urban cartography

Cartographers have always been conscious of the difficulty
in representing the visual appearance of cities. They have
attempted to overcome this from three different view-
points: from ground level, emphasising the dominant pro-
files; from a bird's eye view (panorama or view); and from
a vertical point above the city (plan). The view and the
plan may sometimes appear in combination.

Graphic representation of cities was late in appearing, and
was only introduced and became extensive in the Renais-
sance period.

In the 15th century, the introduction and spread of printing
led to the appearance of typographic works containing a
certain number of city views. These works were printed
using the first technique for the reproduction of drawings -
woodcut, and their development and expansion, like the
printing press itself, established a German tradition.

Hartmann Schedel's “Liber Cronicarum”, published in
Nuremberg in 1493, shows a large number of views and
illustrations of European cities, often imaginary. The first
collection of world cities appeared in 1544 in “Cosmograp-
hia” by the humanist Sebastian Munster, published in Basle.

Up until the middle of the 16th century, woodcut prin-
ting was gradually replaced by copper plate engravings
which, contrary to typographic and woodcut techniques,
used deeply engraved plates. This new technique, which
allowed the finer and more detailed reproduction of dra-
wings, was almost completely to dominate the production
of plans and views until the introduction and develop-
ment of lithography at the beginning of the 19th century.

From 1572 to 1617, G. Braun and F. Hogenberg edited
the Civitates Orbis Terrarum in Cologne, with contribu-
tions from Dutch and Flemish professionals such as engra-

vers Simon Novellanus and F. Hogenberg himself, carto-
grapher Jacob Deventer and artist Joris Hoefnagel. This
major work, containing more than 600 plans and views of
cities and buildings, provided the first systematic general
atlas of views and cities and, at the same time, a unique
visual collection of 16th century urban topography and
local life. The numerous editions published in Latin,
French and German were widely acclaimed.

The Germanic tradition of producing city plans and views
continued in the 17th century with works by the poet
and painter Daniel Meisner: Thesaurus Philo-Politicus
and Sciographia Cosmica contained reproductions of
eight hundred city views. However, one of the most pro-
minent figures was Matthaus Merian, who in his Frank-
furt workshop, produced the Theatrum Europeum in
twenty-one volumes. This work contains many engravings
of historic cities and shows aspects of commerce, architec-
ture and daily life.

An important centre in typographic production was the
Swabian city of Augsburg, where the names of engraver
and editor Johan Stridbeck II and his father stand out.
Together, they edited a large number of views, plans and
maps. After his death a large part of his work was acquired
in 1717 by ano-ther editor and engraver, Gabriel Bode-
nehr I, who republished them. His most outstanding
works were Force d'Europe, Europens Pracht und Macht
and Curioses Staats und Kriegs Theatrum.

In the same city, in the 18th century, the work of the edi-
tor and cartographer Georg Mattäus Seutter is prominent
- his city plans and maps of suburban areas being of parti-
cular note.

The 17th and 18th centuries, age of the so-called “Uni-
versal Atlases” because of their intense development at
that time, saw the existence of many national cartographic
schools, each imitating the most important and prestigious
one of the moment.

The Golden Age of Dutch Cartography in the 17th cen-
tury saw work by eminent cartographer and editor Joan
Blaeu. From his abundant and select production of atlases
and single maps he edited seven volumes of plans, views
and monuments in Holland and Italy.

The copperplates from the Civitates Orbis Terrarum by
Braun and Hogenberg were acquired in 1653 by Blaeu's
competitor Joannes Jansonius, who used them for his six
volumes of cities, eliminating the foreground figures and
adding new cartouches.

Strategic military planning led to the need for up-to-date
topographic elevations, and this resulted in the production
of urban plans which incorporated the defensive fortifica-
tion systems introduced by the military engineer Vau-
ban.Coinciding with its growth and importance as a
European power, France experienced a significant increase
in the activity of its military engineers. Among these,
three names should be highlighted: Claude de Chatillon,
whose Topographie Française was posthumously publis-
hed in 1641, and Theatre des Citez published shortly
afterwards in 1648 (both by Jean Boisseau); Christophe
Tassin, with a major printed work (Les plans et profils de
toutes les principales villes et lieux considerables de Fran-
ce, 1634); and Sébastien de Pontault, Sieur de Beaulieu,
who published fourteen small atlases of plans and views -
Les plans et profils de toutes les principales villes et lieux
considerables... which covered the French border territo-
ries affected by wartime activities and were known as the
Petits Beaulieu, and a large format atlas Les glorieuses
conquêtes de Louis le Grand, referred to as the Grand
Beaulieu. A large number of the plans of cities and fortifi-
cations included in the Petits Beaulieu and in the work of
C. Tassin were later copied by L. Scherm and published in
Amsterdam in 1692 by P. Mortier in his pirate edition of
Sanson and Jaillot's L'Atlas Nouveau.

The work of another military engineer, A. Mannesson-
Mallet, Les travaux de Mars (1671), gives a more didactic
slant.

Among the wealth of productions by the geographer and
editor Nicolas de Fer are some two hundred plans and
profiles of cities and fortifications, all included in his
eight-part publication Les Forces d'Europe (1695). Later,
in the Atlas Curieux, published from 1700 to 1705, the
author includes numerous plans of European cities.

The extensive and extraordinary work of the Venetian
geographer and cartographer Vicenzo Maria Coronell,
which could be an example of the French influence, is
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also very prolific in its urban representations which appear
together in Città, Fortezze, Isole e Porti principali dell'Eu-
ropa (1689) and Teatro della Guerra (1706-08).

In the 18th century, the progressive improvement in tech-
niques and instruments allowed more exact achievements
and increasingly gave way to planimetric rather than
panoramic representations.

The invention of lithography by Alois Senefelder in 1796,
and its gradual introduction and development enabled it
to replace copperplate engraving during the first few
decades of the 19th century. As such the first half of the
century was characterised by the carrying out of regular
topographical elevations by official bodies, and saw the
appearance of specialist plans.

Iconography of Barcelona

The first representations of Barcelona - not printed - were
produced as commissions for the Hispanic Crown. The
first two were drawn by Jan Cornelisz Vermeyen (1500 -
1559) for the series of tapestries which illustrate the expe-
dition to Tunis by the Emperor Charles V in 1535.

Later, in 1563, it was Anton van den Wyngaerde (c.1510-
1571) who, commissioned by Philip II to draw the most
important cities in the Hispanic Kingdom, produced two
panoramas which established the views taken from the
two most natural and characteristic points: Montjuïc and
the sea in front of the city. The first printed visualisation
of Barcelona is the peaceful and minutely drawn panora-
ma, harmonious and relatively precise, taken from Mont-
juïc and included in the first (1572) volume of the Civita-
tes Orbis Terrarum by G. Braun and F. Hogenberg. The
original drawing has also recently been attributed to Ver-
meyen.

This first panorama constituted a graphic model which
was to be much imitated up to well into the 18th century,
becoming a stereotype of the image of Barcelona. It was
reproduced, for example, to illustrate the borders of the
characteristic “cartes à figures” which were highly fashio-
nable during the first half of the 17th century.

The European conflicts of the Thirty Years War were
brought to Catalonia by the Hispanic monarchy in 1635,
an act which was later to lead to the break out of the War
of Secession or War of the Reapers (“Guerra dels Sega-
dors”) (1640-1659).

All this meant frequent French military intervention for
more than three quarters of a century, culminating in the
fall of Barcelona on the 11th September 1714. Apart from
the War of the Reapers, other events which most affected
Barcelona during this period were the Augsburg League
or Nine Years War (1688-1697) and above all the War of
the Spanish Succession (1702 -1714) which involved seve-
ral European countries.

This large scale European intervention led to the appea-
rance of the greatest number of representations of the city
of Barcelona and the surrounding area, since it qualified as
“acts of war” as defined by historian Carreras i Candi.

During the time of the War of the Reapers appeared the
first printed versions of Barcelona from the sea in profile
and panorama form, by French authors, all showing the
seafront. This was to be the second stereotyped view of
the city, and also the most widely produced since it was to
last for almost a century and a half. There are two varia-
tions on this characteristic image, which are distinguisha-
ble by the fact that one features the Mountain of Montse-
rrat as a symbolic representation, since it cannot actually
be seen from the selected viewpoint.

An important milestone, also within this period, was the
app-earance of the first printed survey plan, work of the
military engineer Sieur de Beaulieu (1652), a plan which
was also to be copied later. By the time the second of the
above mentioned wars took place, survey plans were used
predominantly in the description of the war itself, espe-
cially those representations of the siege of the city (1697). 

It was, however, the War of the Spanish Succession, with
intervention by several European powers, which gave rise
to the greatest number of illustrative representations by
French, Dutch, English, Austrian, German and Italian aut-
hors of the various sieges suffered by the city (1705, 1706
and 1714)

The international interest which arose from this conflict
brought many works to light - both contemporary and
historical reflections of events and of the country, almost
always containing an image of the Catalan capital - and
these were mainly published in Holland and Germany.
Other graphic documents of the city developed as a con-
sequence of the war process, such as the almanacs produ-
ced in glorification of the conquests by Louis XIV, and
especially the series of six etchings by J. Rigaud which
show in sequence the siege, attacks and taking of Barcelo-
na in 1714, a series which was later copied and imitated
by the French, Germans and English.

The development of optical views based on popular inspi-
ration and style, from the second half of the 18th century,
led to adaptation of the previous series to such an extent
that the same engravings were used to describe the sieges
of other cities such as Dresden, Kolberg and Maastricht!

The enlightened travellers of the last quarter of the 18th
century and the beginning of the 19th century collected
their impressions in descriptive volumes, often accompa-
nied by views which they themselves produced. For
example, the Englishman Henry Swinburne and French-
man Alexandre de Laborde in their Voyage pittoresque et
historique de l'Espagne, illustrated with engravings of
towns and artistic and archaeological monuments, inclu-
ded a romantic general view of the natural viewpoint,
Montjuïc, establishing a new visual stereotype, which was
to prevail until the middle of the century - an accurate
plan and a view of the city's seafront taken from the Bar-
celoneta, which also enjoyed an appreciable following.

The collapse of the old regime, the advent of the bourge-
ois revolution and economic crisis led to the great distur-
bances of 1842 and 1843, each of which ended with
bombardments of the city from Montjuic, and were the
subject of numerous iconographic representations.

Romantic fascination led to a boom in travel journals and
books of picturesque journeys, illustrated using the new
technique of lithography, which was highly appropriate to
the new sensibility, and which was to give rise, later on, to
new series of graphic documentaries, such as the notable
works by Chapuy and Deroy.



In the second half of the century a late innovation in the
panoramic visualisation of Barcelona were the two detai-
led bird’s-eye views by architect Alfred Guesdon, which
appeared only just before the city began to expand outside
the city walls, and which form part of his European Cities
series.

Already prominent and growing in importance at the
beginning of the 19th century were the planimetric des-
criptions as witness to the first urban planning, of which
the neo-classic and accurate plan by Mas i Vila (1842) is
representative.

Another source of plan production was that of city guides
which began to appear at the end of the 1840s. 

Once into the second half of the century the progressive
project of reform and expansion of the city was presented,
following the demolition of the city walls which had hit-
herto limited its expansion. The project was carried out
by town planner “avant la lettre” Idelfons Cerdà, who pla-
ced it on the first topographic plan of Barcelona Plain
which he also drew up.

The period around the Universal Exhibition of 1888 was
witness to the publication of numerous guides and plans
of the city.

The century came to an end with topographies showing
urban expansion and projects to join the settlements of
the Barcelona Plain by means of the growing urban net-
work known as the Eixample.

METHODOLOGY

Catalogue references

In the cataloguing, the ISBD (CM) standard has not been
chosen for three main reasons: The ISBD (CM) method
does not allow a bibliographic description sufficiently tai-
lored to the document as that which has been adopted by
the Atles; part of the material is not of a cartographic
nature; and finally all data for cartographic material is
given and the description may be made according to
ISBD (CM).

Each plate is catalogued by means of a descriptive referen-
ce situated on the left-hand page, which is of an exclusi-
vely bibliographic nature. This reference is made up of the
following elements:

1. Reference Number

This is the number which corresponds to the plate situa-
ted on the same section drawing. The numbering is chro-
nological, except in certain cases where, for reasons of
layout for variants and thematic series (views and plans in
borders or insets of maps, almanacs, representations of the
Barcelona siege of 1714, trademarks, religious icono-
graphy, festivals and various engravings), it is situated next
to the date of the first example of each, and the rest of the
group is ordered chronologically within the collection.

2. Authors

Cited here are all those individuals or organisations which
have contributed directly to the production of the plan or
view. They are listed in order of function: cartographers,
draughtsmen; engravers, publishers, printers, and distributors.

The Onomastic Index gives a complete list of names and
surnames, where known, followed by the dates of the sub-
ject’s life or period of productivity and profession. Howe-
ver, it should be noted that in the cartographic and icono-
graphic production of the past one person frequently
undertook several of the tasks, or rather these tasks were
often not clearly defined.

Birth and death dates appear in brackets separated by a
hyphen. Where these are not known the dates of the
period of activity are given, the year of the start of the
activity being preceded by three dots “...”, and the year of
the end of the period of activity being followed by three
dots; e.g. ...1760 - 1799 ... indicates a period of activity
which started in 1760 and ended in 1799.

In some cases where the dates are not exactly known, the
abbreviations “c.”, “pre” and “post” are used.

This is followed by the respective professions which are
often multiple. Where a surname exists in various diffe-
rent forms, reference is made to the main form, which is
preceded by the symbol =.

3. Place and date of publication

The name of the place where the plan or view was
published is always given, where known. Where it is not
known the abbreviation s.l. (sine loco) is given. 

The placename is always given in Catalan, where it exists
in this form.

The date which appears refers to the year of publication
and not to the events, elements or periods represented.

In cases where it has not been possible to give the exact
dates, an approximation is given: c. (circa); pre (before);
post (after); ? (possibly) plus the time period.

4. Transcription of the legends

The majority of legends referring to titles, authors, edi-
tors, dates, privileges, etc. have been transcribed as they
appear in the original document.

The line separation of the original text is indicated by a
slash (/).

Where the text is very long, the least important parts have
been omitted, and this is indicated by three dots “...”.

The situation of the legend in the document is indicated
using the following four abbreviations in square brackets:
[s.] upper, [i.] lower, [d.] right and [e.] left and their com-
binations.

In the case of combined prints which contain both view
and plan, the legends corresponding to each are given, and
the words “vista” (view) and “plànol” (plan) appear subse-
quently in the transcription.
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5. Scale

Scale is indicated as referred to in the plan. Where only
the graphic scale is mentioned, its equivalent in cm and its
position on the plan is indicated. e.g. [= 4.1 cm] [i.d.]

6. Size and reproduction techniques

The size of the total engraved or lithographed surface is
given in centimetres and millimetres, height first, followed
by width.

Where the engraving or lithography is inset the size of the
inset is also given in brackets.

Where the engraving or lithography includes inset images
in the overall plan or map, their sizes are also given.

In the case of combined plan-views, the size of each com-
ponent is also given.

It should be noted that old prints may vary in size as a
result of the copperplate process employed in their pro-
duction, such as ageing and changes in the paper.

The printing technique is only indicated in the case of
woodcut or lithography.

Where the technique is not mentioned it is assumed that
copperplate reproduction has been used.

7. Notes

In some cases, supplementary information is given about
the document, such as clarification of its elaboration, the
series of which it is part, and if it has been the base for
other engravings, etc.

8. In

Under this heading are listed all the known works in
which the example is included or where it comes from.

Where known, all editions of the work are listed and
where appropriate, the bibliographic reference in Palau's
Manual is given.

9. Variants

Variants or states are defined as all modifications to the
original print, be they large or small, where it is clear that
they have been produced from modifications to the origi-
nal plates. Where there are different variants involved,
these are identified by letters and listed in chronological
order.

All variants in relation to the first print (A) are transcribed
and described.

Where known, the work in which the variant is included is
indicated along with its specific bibliographical references.

10. Bibliography

Printed bibliographical references are included where they
cite a concrete and identifiable reference to the document.
As such they are presented as general bibliographic and
cartobibliographic indexes, catalogues produced by institu-
tions, non-commercial exhibition catalogues and invento-
ries and monographs about printers and publishers.

Josep Gasset
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BACHMANN
Friedrich Bachmann: Die alten Städtebilder. Ein Verzeich-
nis der graphischen Ortsansichten von Schedel bis Mer-
ian. Zweite unveränderte Auflage. Stuttgart: Hiersemann,
1965.

BM
British Museum. Department of printed Books. Map
Room: Catalogue of printed Maps Charts and Plans. 15
vol. London: Trustees of the British Museum, 1967.

BN XVII
Bibliothèque Nationale, Département des Estampes:
Inventaire du Fonds Français, Graveurs du xviie siècle. 11
vol., cont. Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale, 1939-1993.

BN XVIII
Bibliothèque Nationale. Département des Estampes:
Inventaire du Fonds Français. Graveurs du xviiie siècle. 14
vol., cont. Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale, 1930-1977.

BN 1800
Bibliothèque Nationale. Département des Estampes:
Inventaire du Fonds Français après 1800. 14 vol., cont.
Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale, 1933-1967.

BNM
Cartografía de España en la Biblioteca Nacional (Siglos
xvi al xix). Carmen Líter Mayayo, Francisca Sanchís
Ballester, Ana Herrero Vigil. 2 vol. Madrid: Biblioteca
Nacional, 1994.

CC
Catàleg General de la Cartoteca de Catalunya. Anna M.
Casassas i M. Carme Muntaner: Cartografia de Catalunya.
Barcelona: Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya, 1992.

CB
Fons d’Art Fundació Caixa de Barcelona. Josep Gasset:
Col·lecció Cartogràfica II. Plànols i Vistes. Barcelona:
Fundació Caixa de Barcelona, 1987.

CCCB
Centre de Cultura Contemporània de Barcelona. Albert
Garcia Espuche i Teresa Navas: Retrat de Barcelona. 2 vol.
Barcelona: Ajuntament de Barcelona. Institut Municipal
d’Història, 1995.

CEC
Catàleg de l’exposició de mapes de Catalunya. M. Faura i
Sans, Jaume Marcet i Joseph Franch. Butlletí del Centre
Excursionista de Catalunya. XXIX: 131-174, 1919.

CHAMPIER
Victor Champier: Les Anciens Almanachs Illustrés. Histoi-
re des Calendriers depuis les temps anciens jusqu’à nos
jours. Paris: Bibliothèque des Deux Mondes, 1886. 

COLOMER 1989
Ignasi M. Colomer i Preses: Cartografia de Catalunya i
dels Països Catalans.
Barcelona: Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya, 1989.

COLOMER 1992
Ignasi M. Colomer i Preses: Cartografia Peninsular (s. viii-
xix). Barcelona: Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya, 1992.

FAUSER
Alois Fauser: Repertorium älterer Topographie. Druck-
graphik von 1486 bis 1750. 2 vol. Wiesbaden: Reichert,
1978.

GALERA-ROCA-TARRAGÓ
Montserrat Galera, Francesc Roca, Salvador Tarragó: Atlas
de Barcelona. Segles xvi-xx. Barcelona: Publicacions del
Col·legi Oficial d’Arquitectes de Catalunya, 1982. 1ª ed.,
1972.

HENNIN
Inventaire de la Collection d’Estampes relatives à l’Histoi-
re de France leguée en 1863 à la Bibliothèque Nationale
par M. Michel Hennin rédigé par M. Georges Duplessis. 5
vol. Paris: H. Menu; H. Champion, 1877-1884.

ICC
Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya. Montserrat Galera i
Josep Gasset: Cartografia de Catalunya dels segles xvii i
xviii. Barcelona: Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya, 1986.

IMH 1986
Catàleg del Fons Cartogràfic de l’Institut Municipal
d’Història (I). Anna M. Adroer i Tasis, M. Dolors Florensa
i Asensio, Josep Gasset i Argemí: Mapes antics de Catalu-
nya, Balears i València (segles xvi-xix). Barcelona: Ajunta-
ment de Barcelona, 1986.

IMH 1992
Mostra de plànols i vistes de Barcelona i mapes de Cata-
lunya dels Fons de l’Institut Municipal d’Història. Barce-
lona: Ajuntament de Barcelona. Institut Municipal
d’Història, 1992.

IMH 1995
Catàleg del Fons Cartogràfic de l’Institut Municipal
d’Història (II). Anna M. Adroer i Tasis, M. Dolors Floren-
sa i Asensio, Josep Gasset i Argemí: Mapes antics de la
península Ibèrica i de la resta del Món (segles xvi-xix).
Barcelona: Ajuntament de Barcelona, 1995.

KLAUS
Wolfram Klaus: Pläne und Grundrisse von Städten kapita-
lischer Länder Europas (1500-1850). 4 vol. Berlín:
Deutsche Staatsbibliothek (Kartographische
Bestandsverzeignisse), 1980-1985.

KOEMAN
Cornelis Koeman: Atlantes Neerlandici. Bibliography of
terrestrial, maritime and celestial atlases and pilot books,
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